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As technology becomes more pervasive, 
the world of work becomes more 

collaborative, education is more about 
teaching them how to respond to a fast-

paced world of relentless change.

“

”
- Economist Intelligence Unit 
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How might we teach 
communication skills to 
students entering the 
workforce? 

FRAMING THE DESIGN PROBLEM

The workplace is changing due to 
rapid automation and is relying more 
on soft skills, which are hard to 
automate and learn, especially for 
students and young professionals 
transitioning into the workplace.
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Pervasive problem faced  
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making this transition  
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10  Guest Lecture 

11  SMEs 

24  Survey 

Literature Reviews 

Territory Map

50  Survey 

6  Diary Student 

6  Interviews 

6  Note to Past Self 

6  Note to Future Employer  
13  Generative Workshop 

3  A/B Testing 

9  Speed Dating 

3  Usability Testing 

6  Wizard of OZ 

Affinity Diagramming 

Important Feasibility Map 

Across the different research 

phases and activities, we 

engaged with about 45 people 

including subject matter experts, 

students, and managers.
Exploratory Generative Evaluative

RESEARCH OVERVIEW





Misalignment between what industry 
expects and what academia provides

01

Effective learning follows the model: 
Explicit Goals. Assessment. Feedback. 
Reflection.

Consistent preparation and practice is 
essential for being a confident 
communicator

Constructive feedback with context and 
reflection helps to improve 
communication skills

Mentors like to learn from their mentees, 
but find it hard to schedule time or 
connection

Follow the Soft Skills Learning Model: 
Goals, Assessment, Feedback and 
Reflection 

Promote Continuous Learning

Provide Consistent Individual Feedback

Facilitate Human to Human Connections

Create more transparency between 
academia and industry 
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An Intelligent Mentorship Platform 



An intelligent mentorship platform that connects 
students with mentors to bridge the gap between 
academia and industry, facilitates learning, and 
encourages lasting human to human relationships.

OUR SOLUTION



[  V I D E O  ]



EDUCATION 

Focus on continuous 

learning 

01

Helping individuals 
achieve their goals 
through a platform to 
set milestones, gather 
resources, and reflect 
regularly on their 
progress.

Established learning model

02

For effective learning, The 
learning model follows: 
Explicit Goals, Assessment, 
Feedback. Reflection.
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Matching Purposes 

01

Finding the Perfect Mentor 
and Mentee Pairs

Inform Conversations

02

Scaffold Conversations 
and Provide Relevant 
Resources

Inform Interactions 

03

Planned and optimum 
interactions

04
Future Improvements

Better matches, 
conversations and training 
sets

LEVERAGING AI 
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ONBOARDING
Seam gets to know Taylor by asking about 
her goals, experiences, background and 
communication preferences. 

 



MATCH
SEAM suggests the ideal mentor based on 
the Taylor’s background and preferences.  

 



Agent Enabled State Agent Active State Agent Disabled State 

VIRTUAL 
AGENT
SEAM can be enabled or disabled  

at anytime, giving Taylor complete  

control of privacy and sharing.



HOME
Taylor gets an overview of her progress, 

plan and past discussions. 

 



QUICK CHAT
Taylor can use the chat section to ask 

Brooklyn quick questions. SEAM supports  

the conversation with helpful suggestions, 

links and scheduling.   

 



QUICK CHAT

RESOURCES
Based on their conversation, SEAM 

provides relevant resources. 

   

 



QUICK CHAT

SCHEDULING
SEAM helps Taylor and Brooklyn plan  

a longer video conversation that works  

with both of their busy schedules.



QUICK CHAT

ANSWERS
As SEAM understands Brooklyn’s 

availability it can step in to provide 

immediate answers. 

 



QUICK CHAT

SUGGESTIONS
SEAM supports the conversation with 

actionable steps that can help Taylor 

achieve her goals and milestones. 

   

 



LONGER CONVERSATION

VIDEO CHAT
Brooklyn and Taylor can have a video  

chat while SEAM collects resources  

and insights from their conversations. 

 



LONGER CONVERSATION

REFLECTION
The system nudges both Brooklyn 

and Taylor to reflect regularly on 

their progress at key moments.  

   

 



JOURNEY

GOALS &  
MILESTONES
The milestones that Taylor has set with 

Brooklyn appear on the milestones page.  

These milestones are smaller steps  

towards Taylor’s long-term goal.  

  

 



JOURNEY

PROGRESS
Taylor gets an overview of her completed  
and in-progress milestones.  

She can check the actions pending  
to make progress towards her goal. 



ARCHIVE
Taylor can view her complete collection 

of resources and insights gathered by 

SEAM. These are sorted into themes  

and stored in the Archive. 

 



Enabling new hires to be better 
contributors 

IMPACT

Building confidence in different 
contexts 

Facilitating lasting relationships 
between mentor and mentees 

Compiling a repository of 
knowledge on what it means to 
have a successful mentorship 

01 02 03 04
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How might this platform be 
applied to other contexts?

FUTURE GROWTH

How might a mentee 
transition into a mentor?

How might the collected data 
be leveraged in the future? 

01 02 03

We looked at lifelong 
learning through 
mentorship, but this 
could be relevant for 
other stakeholders (e.g. 
after school programs).

The platform could also 
enable long term 
mentees to become 
mentors while they 
might still have their 
own mentors.

The data collected can be 
used to inform successful 
mentorship models and 
continue to build more 
effective relationships. 

.
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T H A N K  Y O U



Q U E S T I O N S



RESEARCH STRATEGY



CONVERSATIONS WITH MENTORS

04
Learning Motivations Relationship
01 02 03

Mentors have intrinsic 
motivation. Extrinsic 
motivations often 
demotivates mentors. 

Mentorship should be a 
two way and lasting 
relationship.

Painpoints

Scheduling and planning 
conversations is a 
consistent challenge. 

Mentors want to learn 
from their mentees.

We discussed…



EDGE CASES

What happens when…

there isn’t a good fit for a 
mentor?

04

AI misunderstands the mentee refuses to reflect 
01 02 03

the mentorship fails there are multiple mentors
05 06
the mentorship ages and dies



TERRITORY MAP



PERSONAE

Taylor

Student/Mentor 

“I am motivated to learn new skills 

especially communication skills so 

that I am prepared for a variety of 

contexts for my transition to the 

workforce.”

Brooklyn  

Professional/Mentee 

“Ideally, I would be able to help 

as many new hires and young 

professionals as possible.”

Ada

Artificial Intelligence 

“I want to be the best career 

assistant you’ve ever had, the 

best you’ve ever had, the best 

you’ve ever had.”



USER FLOW

01.Welcome 02.Onboarding 03.Meet Seam 04. Match + Meet 05.Home

11.Archive 12.Notes

06.Chat 07.Plan 08.Consent 09.Video Chat 10.Reflect



USER FLOW. ONBOARDING

01.Welcome 02.Onboarding 03.Meet Seam 04. Match 05.Initial Chat 06.Initial Reflection 07.Home 

First Time Users 



USER FLOW. TYPICAL INTERACTIONS

01. Chat 02.Schedule Video Chat  03.Consent 04. Video Chat 05.Initial Chat 06.View Archive 07.Meeting Notes 



01. ONBOARDING

01. Landing Page 02. Search 03. Meeting Notes 04. Edit Meeting Notes 04. Edit Meeting Notes 



02. MATCH + HOME

01. Meet Seam 02. Match 03. Home 04. Profile 



03. ARCHIVE

01. Landing Page 02. Search 03. Meeting Notes 04. Edit Meeting Notes 



04. CHAT + VIRTUAL AGENT

01. Relevant Resource Card 02. Chat Scheduler 03. Scheduled Chat Artifact 04. Answer 05. Recommendation + Suggestions



05. CHAT TOOLS INTERACTIONS 

01. Chat Tools 02. Highlighted Chat 03. Sources + Additional Information 04. Chat Search 



06. MOBILE VIDEO CHAT

01. Landing Page 02. Video Chat 03. Video Chat w/ Resource Added 



07. REFLECTION

01. Visual Reflection 02. Visual Reflection 03. Contextual Question 04. Contextual Question Selected 05. Written Reflection



08. PROGRESS

01. Ongoing Milestones 02. First Milestone Progress 03. First Milestone Completed 04. Milestone in Progress 05. Milestone in Progress



USABILITY TESTING. TRANSPARENCY WITHIN CHAT

Seam shows users the sources 

of answers by showing the 

relevant tags/metadata.

It is great to see more details 

about where this information 

came from.

Metrics like confidence are 

difficult to understand.

Seam highlights key terms.

Seam virtual agent pulse to 

show it is actively providing 

information.

01. Before  02. After



USABILITY TESTING. INTERACTING WITH A VIRTUAL AGENT

Simple yes, no answers can be 

answer with a tap.Answering an agents question 

conversationally is awkward. 

Especially for yes, no answers 

Difficult to distinguish virtual 

agent from mentor
Responses from agent are not 

contained within a bubble.

Avatars added to identify the 

mentor vs. virtual agent.

01. Before  02. After



USABILITY TESTING. CHATTING WITH SEAM

01. Before  02. After

The convention for turning on 

and off who is active in the 

chat is confusing.

Chat conventions remain the 

consistent throughout the 

platform.

By double tapping on the agent, 

users activate a chat window 

dedicated to a private 

conversation.

Users want to be able to ask 

the Virtual Agent questions 

without their mentors present.



SYSTEM MAP


